Promoting Responsible Defense Spending
by Streamlining Budgeting and Focusing on Strategic Priorities

The Problem

The Pentagon budget continues to increase by tens of billions of dollars each year while still being characterized by wasteful and ineffective defense projects, a dynamic driven in large part by the excessive influence of the defense industry and irresponsible congressional budgeting practices. The unfunded priorities list (UPL) is emblematic of this problem.

Current law requires military branches, combatant commands, and other entities to send Congress a “wish list” of initiatives that were not included in the annual budget proposal.¹ These wish lists, paradoxically named “unfunded priorities lists,” codify and routinize irresponsible resource prioritization by giving a wide range of defense entities a second bite at the budgetary apple each year.

This provides an end-run around the Department of Defense’s civilian leadership and the agency budget proposal and justification process. The UPL requirement is making it harder for policy makers to rein in ever-increasing spending toplines and the rampant waste of taxpayer dollars in defense spending. Even the Department of Defense has publicly opposed this statutorily required wish list process.²

Given the nation’s finite financial resources, the use of UPLs undermines what should be a painstaking and deliberative process in which the Pentagon and Congress assess tradeoffs and make the hard choices. Because UPLs — unlike items in the regular budget — do not require accompanying comprehensive cost projections and analyses, the process undercuts cross-branch efforts to conduct meaningful oversight. These lists undermine the ability of Congress and the Pentagon to responsibly and effectively steward the hard-earned public dollars we allocate to national defense.³

The Solution

Congress can easily repeal the UPL mandate and replace it with a more transparent process to receive additional perspectives on the defense budget.

Drawing on bipartisan efforts in both chambers of Congress as well as broad, cross-ideological support in civil society, Congress should:

- Create clear guidelines and rules that structure and standardize UPLs that are voluntarily submitted to Congress in the absence of the statutory UPL mandate.
- Conduct regular, rigorous, and real-time oversight of all major weapons programs to avoid wasted resources and disruptions to critical national security strategies.

In the House, Representatives Pramila Jayapal (D-WA), Tom McClintock (R-CA), John Garamendi (D-CA), Warren Davidson (R-OH), and Seth Moulton (D-MA) have introduced the Streamline Pentagon Budgeting Act (H.R. 4740) to repeal the requirement to submit UPLs for top military officers, combatant commanders, the Missile Defense Agency, and the National Nuclear Security Administration. In the Senate, Senators Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), Mike Braun (R-IN), Mike Lee (R-UT), and Angus King (I-ME) have introduced a Senate version of the Streamline Pentagon Budgeting Act (S. 5255) to introduce the Act in the 117th Congress. A Senate version of the Streamline Pentagon Budgeting Act (S. 5255) was introduced in the 117th Congress by Senators Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), Mike Braun (R-IN), Mike Lee (R-UT), and Angus King (I-ME).

Additional Context

Numerous civil society organizations have endorsed the Streamline Pentagon Budgeting Act. Together with the Project On Government Oversight, those organizations include the National Taxpayers Union, Taxpayers Protection Alliance, Public Citizen, R Street Institute, Taxpayers for Common Sense, and the Friends Committee on National Legislation.
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